
Romantic Road Trip 
for The Culture Lover

DESTINATION 

Road trip to Cambridge. 

Look no further than the historic and multicultural 
city of Cambridge for a date fit for a culture vulture. In 
Cambridge you can immerse yourself in the history of 
the city – explore beautiful medieval architecture and 
embark on romantic activities such as punting. 

Cambridge also offers plenty of museums and 
galleries to explore so it’s a perfect choice for culture 
enthusiasts! 

Being central, the city also makes an easy road trip 
from places across England.

IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

Podcasts to listen to – try Grounded by Louis Theroux 
or What Were You Thinking by Henry Holland.

Playlists – Listen to Spotify’s ‘Release Radar’ playlist 
for something new, or the playlist ‘Legendary’ for 
some of the all-time greats.

Easy Car-Versations – Ask your date to tell you about 
their favourite play, and the other cultural activities 
they enjoy the most.

DRINKS AND SNACKS TO  
FUEL YOUR ADVENTURE

Most importantly – fill up a couple of bottles of water.

Pick up some bubble tea, a bottle of kombucha or a  
classic espresso.

For savoury snacks try packing easy-to-eat food such as 
samosas or falafels, which are great eaten cold.

Sweet snacks try favourites from different cultures 
including delicious stroopwaffles or indulgent macarons.

ESSENTIALS
 Ƿ Make sure you have downloaded the Lonely Planet  

app with its insightful guide of all the unmissable  
sights of Cambridge

 Ƿ Flat shoes are advisable to ensure you can take in 
culture in comfort

TIPS
1. Make sure to give your car a clean (inside and out!) 

before picking up your date
2. For food on the way back, make sure to pick up  

some locally sourced snacks from the independent 
shops in Cambridge, such as pastries from Fitzbillies  
or if you’re a chocolate lover, make sure to head to 
Chocolat Chocolat    

3. Read the culture sections across your favourite paper 
online so you’re clued up before the drive 


